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PRODUCT OF ART DESIGN 

Usually a designer make one prototype and after 

other people produce all other "similar" copy, if they 

wish a hand made certificate, an alternative, on the 

most situation, is a method to do it with the machine. 

Is not my case. 

  

ART PHILOSOPHY 

I believe in art therapeutic power between 

interpersonal relationships and individual 

relation with a creative process. it is an attitude 

towards the creation of a society with good 

values and quality life. My goal is to build the 

connection of natural beauty with art and art 

with people through the construction of 

positive thinking, cooperation and creation of 

joint works of art (product or service) where I 

am only the medium. Using a multidisciplinary 

methods and various media I am trying to 

stylize the complex essence of the human 

thought process in concrete, quality, 

functional, ethical, ecological and aesthetic 

works of art. 

 

ARTWORK DEVELOPMENT 

Trust me -  there is no more quality design 

than something what's make with really 

devotion, care about whole details, who 

dream exactly of how to make it better 

and better during the same process of 

working, who invented and make own 

tools for making it uniquely, believes in 

quality service, quality product and falling 

in love in a creative process of own idea 

and realization ...all time...  

 

 
Art DESIGN 

product 

UNIQUE HAND MADE  

Masterpiece of art 

with VALUE OF USE 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

COA* certificate of authenticity 

- guarantees the authenticity of artist, originality, 

uniqueness, handmade, artistic status, rating, 

quotation, describes the dimensions, technique, 

name and concept of the artwork, contains a 

declaration of all materials used, and a 

description of the operation, layout and other 

technical features 

COA helps a company or collector reach their full 

potential in their own branding. 

They rely on the idea, knowledge, theory and 

hands-on experience of the arts to improve their 

image in marketing. 

 

Art and Business Developers help each other with a 

successful reputation.  

                                This is ART! 

…it is a reflection  

and communication  

of symbiosis between  

„the man and the Earth“… 

we have the same Rhythm… 
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 ART FOR USE 

 Previous work experiences have shown 

my good fit to various organizational 

cultures and space, working well in the 

team and alone. That is because I trust in 

the possibility of our successful 

collaboration through your commission 

and my realization. 

LUXURY ART TABLEWARE 

Unique handmade stoneware tableware 

fired at a high temperature of 1300 C. 

Each piece is authentically unique with 

COA of artist. 

 

All finisched materials used, coatings, 

paints and glazes are exclusively certified, 

lead-free, hygienic, food use, from the 

highest-rated world recipes with the latest 

matte complete varnishes.  

 

Firing in a professional furnace with a high 

curve technique with penetration of glaze 

within the stonware body itself.  

 

There is no risk of peeling or cracking of the 

glaze as it is not only vitrified but petrified. 

 

Ideal for hotels and restaurants that 

repeatedly use the dishwasher. 

 

 
art & design 

masterpieces 

  
unique handmade luxury product 

  

CONTEMPORARY SCULPTURE 

… looking for a product that will be able to 

take advantage of my availability for work, 

ideas, imagination, creativity… knowledge 

of the realization and use of design 

tools…and visual communication is one of 

the dominant media in marketing for 

everyone… 

The designs of "burning earth that become 

stone" are the best "brush" to explain the 

conceptual vision and actual mission of 

different types of everyday needs. 

With artistic design we can create a world 

of beauty for a quality human life and all 

beauty will have a purpose. 

BRAND 

Experience teach me to express a ESSENCE, 

a concentrated and stylized concept of the 

complex content of human nature and his 

"thinking", birth and balance of the 

relationship between idea and emotion.  

An abundance of different materials and 

media penetrate man and emerge through 

the conversion of emotional energy into a 

powerful message.  

              be you! 

I am hyperactive and dependent of 

creative work.  Everywhere I can see a 

creative challenge.   
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„A multidisciplinary contemporary artist 

worked and studied art in Italy for 20 years: 

drawing,painting, sculpture, theater, film, 

camera, photography fashion, graphic 

design, art&design furniture products… 

The last 10 years live and works in Croatian 

forest studio/atelier where she is 

professionally engaged in contemporary 

ceramics art, new media design and a lot 

more... „ 

 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
IN DIFFERENT SECTORS OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES 

 

Tourism   Agriculture   Energy   

 Information tecnology   Social services  

Textiles  Forestry  Construction  Real estate   

Education  Entertainment  Catering   

Culture  Mass media   Retailing & 

Wholealing   Scientific research  

 Financial services   Food processing   

Transport and logistic    

 

MASTERCLASS 

„An award-winning and renowned artist is 

frequent participant in international 

ceramics and art symposium, jury 

exhibition, competition and festival in 

Europe, USA and Asia  (Croatia, Slovenia, 

Serbia, Italy, Spain, Switzerland, Bulgaria, 

Romania Latvia, Denmark, Greece , Turkey, 

Ukraine, Armenia, USA -Miami, New York, 

California; Thailand - Bangkok; Korea - 

Icheon...)…“ 

 

I believe in the possibility of demonstration 

meeting and I stay in hope of your call 

because together we can create 

ART DESIGN PRODUCT, BEAUTY WITH 

A PURPOSE 

If you don't need me, I have idea for FILM! 

 

HOW TO WORK → analysis of the job request → linear logistic organization → implementation of the development model in the service / product 

relationship and specific market research → quality control and marketing strategy → conception, organization and realization of a unique 

product → COA for you © 

ITALIANO: servizio da tavola in gres porcellanato fatto a mano e cotto ad alta temperatura di 1300 C. Ogni pezzo è autentico ed unico eseguito interamenta dal artista stesso, 

con il COA (Certificazione di Autenticità).  

Tutti i materiali di rifinitura utilizzati, rivestimenti, colori, vernici e smalti sono esclusivamente certificati, senza piombo, igienici, per uso alimentare, provenienti dalle migliori ricette 

mondiali con le ultime vernici opache complete (dalla ricerca della Università di Howard). 

Cottura in una fornace professionale con una tecnica di curva specifica di penetrazione smalti all'interno del corpo della pietra stessa. 

Non vi è alcun rischio di desquamazione o screpolatura dello smalto poiché non è solo vetrificato ma pietrificato, sia l'ggetto che la sua superficie trattata. 

Ideale per hotel e ristoranti che usano ripetutamente la lavastoviglie. 
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